A cappuccino after a long ride is the perfect way to relax and discuss your performance or the events of the day with your buddies. But where do you leave that helmet?! You can lay it on the table, hang it on your bike or even keep it on your head, but none of those solutions are really optimal. And how do you secure your bike without carrying a lock everywhere you ride? You want to store your helmet somewhere and not have to look over your shoulder every five seconds to check if your bike is still there. Wouldn’t it be great if there was a way to store your helmet and lock your bike safely at the same time?

That problem is now solved with the arrival of the Cappuccinolock. The Cappuccinolock is a revolutionary way to lock your bike using only your helmet straps. Slide the male part of your buckle into the lock on one side and connect the female part of your buckle on the other side of the lock. Twist the numbers to ensure the lock can’t open and relax while you have your coffee.